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PAMELA ANDERSON-BRULÉ, AIA
Anderson-Brulé Architects

Pamela Anderson-Brulé is a founder and the president of Anderson-Brulé Architects,
Inc. Pamela has been visionary in her creation of a firm that serves clients with design
excellence, as well as strategic planning for architectural design. The breadth of her
experience over the last 21 years has been dedicated to public and institutional archi-
tecture. She is an expert in public process and facilitation and is able to carefully plan
projects so that they can allow for appropriate public participation, which is mean-
ingful and helpful in the development of the design.

GINA A. BERNDT
The Environments Group

As a founding Principal of The Environments Group, Gina serves in numerous capac-
ities, from directing the firm’s marketing strategy to leading selected client engage-
ments, and serving on the firm’s management committee and on the firm’s board of
directors. Gina has lead projects for such clients as PricewaterhouseCoopers, Chubb
Group of Insurance Companies, and the law firm of Schiff Hardin & Waite.

MICHAEL BYUN
Gary Lee + Partners

Michael Byun received a Bachelor of Science from the College of Architecture and
Environmental Design at Arizona State University in 1990. Since that time, Michael
has been the lead designer on a number of award-winning commercial projects includ-
ing American Guaranty Corporation/Chicago, Madison Dearborn Partners/Chicago,
and McKinsey & Company/Chicago.

JAMES D. CARTER, AIA, I IDA, IFMA
The Hillier Group

James Carter has been with The Hillier Group since 1986 and is known for his strate-
gic thinking, strong design talents, and his ability to interpret and satisfy clients’
needs. Mr. Carter is devoted to the advancement of interior architecture, technically
and aesthetically, and to the influence of spaces on the quality of life.

TRAVIS CLIFTON
Gary Lee + Partners

Travis Clifton received a Bachelor of Architecture from Cornell University in 1988.
Travis has worked on a number of notable commercial projects including Madison
Dearborn Partners/Chicago, Russell Reynolds Associates/Chicago, and Winston &
Strawn/New York in addition to her vast experience in high-end residential work and
participation in product design for Knoll Studio’s Lee Lounge Collection.

STUART COHEN, AIA
Stuart Cohen and Julie Hacker Architects

Mr. Cohen is a partner in the firm of Stuart Cohen & Julie Hacker Architects, spe-
cializing in custom residential projects. He is a full professor of architecture at the
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University of Illinois, Chicago where he teaches architectural design. Mr. Cohen has
authored numerous articles on architecture and served as a corresponding editor for
Progressive Architecture magazine.

CINDY COLEMAN
Frankel + Coleman

Editor-in-Chief Cindy Coleman is a graduate of the Art Institute of Chicago in Inte-
rior Architecture. She is a partner in the Chicago-based design and communica-
tions firm, Frankel + Coleman and the former executive editor of the International
Interior Design Association’s magazine Perspective. She is a frequent contributor to
many of the nation’s design-related magazines and newsletters, advocating the value
of design.

JOSEPH T. CONNELL, I IDA
The Environments Group

As a Principal at The Environments Group, Joe is a senior client contact and leads a
studio of design professionals. Joe has extensive experience with engagements cen-
tered around work process transformation, alternate space use strategies and scenar-
ios, and environmental image and identity solutions. Having managed projects for
such industry leaders as Herman Miller, Interface, and The Hull Group, Joe has been
integral to redefining workplaces.

JAMES P. CRAMER, Hon. AIA, Hon. I IDA
Greenway Consulting

Founder and Chairman of Greenway Consulting, James P. Cramer works with some
of the world’s most innovative design firms and provides strategic consulting services
for architecture, design and construction associations in Europe, North America, and
Japan. Cramer is the author of Design + Enterprise, Seeking a New Reality in Architecture

and edits the annual Almanac of Architecture and Design and the monthly Design Intelligence.

ORLANDO DIAZ-AZCUY
Orlando Diaz-Azcuy Designs

Cuban-born Orlando Diaz-Azcuy is one of America’s most respected and awarded
designers for elegant, disciplined, and intelligent work of innovative economy. He
was among the first in his profession to be inducted into the industry’s prestigious
Hall of Fame, sponsored by Interior Design magazine and in 1993 he was recognized
by the readers of Interior Design as one of the five most respected designers in the
United States.

TAMARA DINSMORE
Skidmore Owings & Merrill

A graduate of Parsons School of Design in New York, Tamara joined Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill (SOM) in 1984. Her tenure at SOM has taken her around the world
several times, working in London and on projects in Dubai, Singapore, Beijing, and
the Philippines. Today, Dinsmore heads up the SOM Interiors Group in San Fran-
cisco, California.
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